News & Notables

SAVE THE DATE! - MCHRI Symposium October 20, 2022 at LKSC
We are excited to unveil the keynote speakers for the 2022 MCHRI Symposium focused on Community-Engaged Research. We've confirmed senior leaders from PCORI, NIMHD, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and senior scientific experts. In addition, a special session will be held to connect researchers and community partners to ask questions and promote new collaborations. Mark the date and stay tuned for more information!

Learn more (registration coming soon)

MCHRI EUREKA 2023: Our Winter Translational Medicine Course is Back!
We recognize that translational research is rewording, but challenging work. The MCHRI Eureka Winter Translational Medicine course is designed to bring early career faculty together with mentors and resources to foster a community focused on promoting new innovations in maternal child health. Dates for the 2023 course have confirmed - February 26 - March 2, 2023.

Please see the course website for more information.

Ready, set...Scamper!
Event Date: June 18, 2022
Summer Scamper is more than just a fun race—it’s also Lucile Packard Children's Hospital Stanford's biggest community fundraiser of the year. And this year, we're back in-person with a 5k and kids' fun run (and virtual, if you’d like)! Please register today. Your support makes a difference for our patients and their families who need your help.

Register now!

MCHRI's Clinical Research Support Office Connects REDCap to Stanford Children's Epic EMR
Stanford Children's (SCH) Epic is connected to a newly created cloud instance of School of Medicine(SoM) REDCap. This REDCap connection will help researchers transfer Epic data to REDCap projects quickly (e.g., Demographics, Lab Results, Medications, Observations, Allergy, problem list data, etc.).

Contact Sijo Thomas (siothomas@stanfordchildrens.org) for more information. In the short term, projects must have funding support.

Submit REDCap/Epic Connection Request

Funding Opportunities
REVISED BIOSTATS CONSULTATION TIMING:
As part of a partnership with the Stanford Quantitative Sciences Unit (QSU), MCHRI grant applicants may request services as needed to support the success of their research project (most services at no charge to the investigator). Due to the popularity of the service, the QSU now requests applicants submit consultation requests at least 8 weeks in advance of a submission deadline to secure its involvement and ideally 3 months prior to submission. MCHRI will announce QSU's office hours for our programs beginning at the end of June.

Click Here to Submit a Consultation Request

MCHRI Seminar Series

[UPCOMING] Insights into metabolic tissue development and function from human genetics
Monday, June 20, 2022, 12:00-1:00 PM PST

Learn how the Translational Genomics of Diabetes Lab uses insights from large genomic discovery efforts for type 2 diabetes to understand defects in metabolic tissues and shed light on pathways for therapeutic development.

Speakers:
Anna Gloyn, DPhil, Professor of Pediatrics (Endocrinology) and, by courtesy, of Genetics
Nicole Krentz, PhD, Postdoctoral Scholar, Endocrinology and Metabolism

Register for the Seminar

View Upcoming Seminars

Recordings Available! Check our YouTube page for past recordings.

How Can MCHRI Help Your Research?

I want help from experienced maternal and pediatric focused research coordinators -
I want help with my research study at Stanford Children's Health -
I want help with biostatistics and data management support for maternal and child health research. 

Check out MCHRI's partner, the Quantitative Sciences Unit (QSU)!

I want help finding funding for my maternal or child health research.

Check out MCHRI's Funding Opportunities!
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